
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a business & strategy analyst.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for business & strategy analyst

Change agent to business partners and third parties
Develops reporting for different channels and provides recommendations for
sales strategy and summarizes/recaps business performance for executives
and sales management
Works closely with management team to prepare for business meetings with
account teams, customer and senior management
Contributes to development of seasonal recaps that identify successes and
missed opportunities to influence sales strategies and drive future brand and
assortment planning
Creates detailed project plans and tracking documents to track a project
from start to finish
Plays a key role in communicating issues related to projects/request to the
business unit and programming/technical staff
Creates documentation related to projects and/or system changes to ensure
they are properly communicated to the field and Help Services
Confers with personnel of business units involved in mergers and acquisitions
to assure application(s) being converted and operational and the success of
the venture
Writes detailed description of user needs, program functions, and steps
required to develop or modify computer program
Conducts studies pertaining to development of new information systems to
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Qualifications for business & strategy analyst

MS Office, TM1, Edifice, DataTech, Oracle EBS, Business Object
Self-starter, problem solver with well-developed critical thinking and analytical
skills
Attention to detail, and ability to deal with ambiguity, changing
circumstances and multiple priorities
Knowledge of SQL and ability to utilize ad hoc query tools
Able to complete tasks independently but also good team player
Able to think “outside of the box” and generate new ideas


